


Our end-to-end approach for the resources, energy, 

manufacturing and agriculture industries is focused on 

future-proofing and increasing the life of your assets –  

as well as maximising the efficiency of your projects. 

Hamilton makes the most 
complex projects simple. 
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Our team of professionals assesses your situation and 

requirements. They strive to address immediate priorities,  

but can also review inefficiencies to ensure that your assets 

runs longer and more effectively. 

Our technicians take a sustainable approach to your project, 

and our asset management aims to minimise waste and costs. 

With a focus on the entire life cycle of your project, Hamilton 

can find the “final 1%” that can make all the difference.

We look at the big picture when  
it comes to your asset or project,  
taking into account its full life cycle. 

Our 
approach

Increase asset 
productivity

Extend  
investment life

Reduce  
maintenance costs
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The cross-disciplinary experts at Hamilton are true 

professionals in their fields – focusing on solving your 

problems, rather than offering a one-size-fits-all package.

Our on-the-ground crew is scalable to projects large and 

small, and they’re passionate about building a rock-solid 

relationships with all of their stakeholders.

When you work with Hamilton, 
you’ll have an agile team on 
your side that believes in 
innovation and sustainability. 

Our team

www.hamilton-au.com A selection of our amazing team from our Gympie & Brisbane locations.

Our Directors



Engineering
D E S I G N . 
I M P L E M E N T . 
M A N A G E .

Oil and gas Mining & Resources Manufacturing Infrastructure Agriculture

Electrical schematics and loop diagram design

Mechanical, piping and civil design

Electrical controls and MCC panel design

Hazardous area design

Electrical and mechanical drafting

Autonomous workflow system development 

Digital asset management software implementation 

Control system design and implementation

RTU and remote communication implementation

Smart phone control solution implementation

Procurement and logistics management

Project and construction management

Type B compliance

Hazardous area conformity assessment

Our turnkey capability means that we optimise every part of your asset or project, particularly:

• Servicing and overhauling your instruments, 

• Implementing and validating process control systems, and 

• Maintaining and improving your equipment. 

Hamilton can provide solutions that span the entire 
life cycle of your asset. From concept and engineering 
through to construction and maintenance.

Our solutions
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Electrical
I N S T A L L . 
I N S P E C T . 
M A I N T A I N .

Oil and gas Mining & Resources Manufacturing Infrastructure Agriculture

Hazardous area installation

Hazardous area inspection and quality assurance

Generator and solar panel installation

Control panel installation

Electrical control and distribution panel design and build

Cable and cable support installation

SWA installation

Earthing and lightning protection system installation

DC motor installation and servicing

High Voltage Switching, Testing and Installation

Irrigation electrical system installation

Instrumentation
T E S T .  
S E R V I C E . 
C A L I B R A T E . 
V A L I D A T E . 
O V E R H A U L .

Oil and gas Mining & Resources Manufacturing Infrastructure Agriculture

Pressure instruments

Temperature instruments

Flow instruments

Pneumatic instruments

Level instruments

Down-hole instruments

Weighing instruments

Pressure safety valves

Control valves

Density transmitters

Gas chromatographs

Mass flow meters

Block chute sensors

Distance transducers

Conductivity, turbidity and PH analysers

Chemical dosing systems

Analyser panel manufacturing 

Flow meter verification
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Enabling the resources, manufacturing, infrastructure 

and agriculture industries to run smoother, smarter and 

greener is at the heart of what we do at Hamilton. 

They’re the sectors that 
keep Australia prosperous.

Our industries

www.hamilton-au.com

Oil & gas
Effective management and instrumentation in the oil and gas 
industry require a deep understanding of extraction, processing 
and storage systems – particularly in hazardous areas.

Hamilton has specialised in installations, auditing and 
rectifications, and asset rejuvenation in oil and gas companies 
across Queensland for over 10 years. 

Mining & resources
To ensure they’re performing at peak efficiency, complex mining 
and resources plants require highly skilled technicians and 
specific solutions that minimise downtime.

Hamilton maintains in-depth knowledge of client mineral 
processing and bulk material transfers, working alongside them to 
audit, problem solve and improve their assets.

Manufacturing
A healthy manufacturing industry is vital for Australia’s economy, 
and efficient production capabilities come from precisely 
engineered and optimised equipment. 

Hamilton has a long history in servicing and upgrading in 
the timber, food and beverage, pharmaceutical and product 
manufacturing industries. 

Water Treatment
Access to clean water is an essential human right. The process 
of removing contaminants from water – purifying and recycling 
it into quality drinking water – is critical for out nation.

Hamilton has been extensively involved in managing and 
improving water treatment plants that ensure potable water is 
available for every Australian.ߗ

Agriculture
As we grow as a nation, maximising food production with powerful 
technologies – even in remote locations – is becoming critical. 

Hamilton is proud to work directly with primary producers across 
the country to support their cultivation and land management of 
vital farming assets. 



we’ve made it our mission to reduce both waste and bring lower 
emissions to the forefront of the industries that need the most 
support when it comes to minimising their impact on our planet.

As a progressive company that’s 
passionate about our planet, 

Our 
sustainability

Reduce waste  
with asset rejuvenation

The disposal of many older assets across our industries is 

often unnecessary – both economically and technically. 

One of our primary focuses is on restoring and upgrading 

those assets, keeping them in service for years longer.

Report and make 
recommendations on emissions

We go beyond what’s expected from standard 

engineering and instrumentation, to incorporate 

environmental impact data into our reports. 

Small, low-cost modifications and calibrations can 

often have an outsized effect on not just that piece of 

equipment’s yield or efficiency – but also on reducing 

its greenhouse gases or energy requirements.

Procure materials ethically
Our team ensures that we maintain an ethical and sustainable supply chain. 

Each of our suppliers is scrutinised to ensure that their manufacturing 

processes do not adversely affect the environment and that the labour  

utilised in their production is treated fairly.

“I have managed several projects in the past 18 months that HIE 

have been instrumental in successfully completing. In all of my 

dealings with Nick and his team I have found them to be a wealth 

of knowledge and experience. From engineering, management 

and administration, electrical & instrumentation, right down 

to parts procurement, there has never been an issue arise that 

they couldn’t work through with the utmost professionalism and 

efficiency. I highly recommend HIE to any potential client and look 

forward to working with them again in the future.”

Dave Rogers Armour Energy

“SAGE Automation has engaged Hamilton on several projects and 

found the Hamilton team to undertake high quality work with close 

attention to detail and a strong Safety culture. We find Hamilton 

easy to work with and have also had very positive feedback on 

Hamilton from our end users.”

Jason Finselbach SAGE Automation

“We have engaged Hamilton’s services on numerous occasions, 

and have always found their team to be professional with high 

regard to safety and quality. They have exceeded our expectations 

by delivering projects on time and within budget. The team is 

very approachable and always willing to provide considered 

solutions, and we look forward to an ongoing relationship with an 

exceptional company.”

Nathan Huddy AGL Energy

“We have had very good experiences with the Hamilton team.  

They are knowledgeable, the work is of a high standard and we 

feel they have our best interests in mind.”

Tim Petersen Denison Gas

Our  
clients
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Gympie / Sunshine Coast Hub
Unit 6/5-11 Pronger Parade, Glanmire QLD 4570

Brisbane Hub
Unit 2/1 Balmain Street, Underwood QLD 4119

07 5391 4001

info@hamilton-au.com
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